We investigated the thermodynamic relaxation of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) which contained small vesicles within their interior. Quenching these vesicles from their fluid phase (T>T m ) through the phase transition in the gel state (T<T m ) drives the inner vesicles to be expelled from the larger mother vesicle via the accompanying decrease in vesicle area by ~25% which forces a pore to open in the mother vesicle. We demonstrate that the proceeding time evolution of the resulting efflux follows the relaxation of the membrane area and describe the entire relaxation process using an Onsager-like nonequilibrium thermodynamics ansatz. As a consequence of the volume efflux internal vesicles are expelled from the mother vesicle. Although complete sealing of the pore may occur during the expulsion, the global relaxation dynamics is conserved. Finally, comparison of these results to morphological relaxation phenomena found in earlier studies reveals a universal relaxation behaviour in 2 GUVs. When quenched from the fluid to gel phase the typical time scale of relaxation shows little variation and ranges between 4-5 seconds.
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Introduction
The traffic and transport of small vesicles or macromolecules inside or across the membrane of the cell, organelles or liposomes has gained new attention since evidence has been given that elasticity is an important player in understanding cell or vesicle adhesion and trafficking [1] [2] [3] . For instance, it has been shown, that the mechanical properties of biological membranes can be modified locally by the adsorption of protein coats which in turn induce endocytosis or exocytosis [3] [4] . Using lipid mixtures which exhibit a phase transition in an easily controllable temperature range, allows the manipulation of both the area/volume ratio and the vesicle compressibility. Both area and compressibility increase ("softening") during lipid chain melting.
In this paper, we demonstrate how the lipid phase transition serves to control the expulsion of internalized vesicles from the interior of the mother vesicle ("birthing of vesicles"). We show that the expulsion process is a consequence of the thermodynamic relaxation after quenching from the fluid to the gel phase and can be readily described in an Onsager-like treatment. It appears that the relaxation follows a universal behaviour throughout all our experiments including morphological transitions reported elsewhere [Leirer et al].
Materials and Methods
1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DPPC) dissolved in chloroform (20mg/ml) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, Alabama, USA) and was used without further purification. Vesicle electroformation was performed as described elsewhere [5, 6] . We prepared all aqueous solutions with ultrapure water (pure Aqua, Germany) with a specific Oberkochen, Germany) and the temperature was controlled with the aid of a standard heat bath (Julabo, Seelbach, Germany).
Results

Phase transition induced pores
The typical expulsion scenario observed when quenching a GUV with inner vesicles from the fluid phase through the phase transition region into the gel phase, is shown in Fig. 1 . Upon cooling, the inner vesicle moves towards the wall of the mother vesicle, as a consequence of volume efflux and hydrodynamic coupling and starts to exit the GUV through a pore. The pore is generated at the beginning of the process due to the emerging tension and the incompressibility of water. The external bath cooling the vesicles is basically macroscopic, therefore supplying an infinite amount of energy to complete the phase transition of the lipid vesicle. Due to the accompanied total decrease in area by ~ 25% the membrane is forced to shrink. Furthermore, due to the fast cooling rate of 10°C/s, the lipid bilayer appears impermeable to water and the process can be considered to take place under constant volume constraints. However, since the vesicle is spherical and rather taut prior to cooling, it has already reached its maximum volume/area ratio. Consequently, the only way to shrink the surface of the mother vesicle is the expulsion of volume after creating a pore at a tension σ lysis ≈ 1mN/m [7] . The actual nucleation centre of the pore is most likely a membrane defect.
In contrast to Bar-Ziv et al [8] [9] and Menger et al [10] , who observed similar expulsion phenomena with the driving force being of chemical or osmotic origin, here the lysis tension is created by the forced area decrease during phase transition at constant volume constrain.
For a fluid-like vesicle the surface tension drops after opening of the pore for two reasons [11] :
i) the membrane area relaxes and becomes wrinkled and ii) the leak-out of liquid due to the excess Laplace pressure, which in turn is a consequence of the residual tension left in the vesicle membrane due to the pore line tension. Here, however, the vesicle is in its gel-like phase where lateral shear viscosity impairs rapid pore closure. After the vesicle is expelled (lower row in Fig. 1 ) the pore does not reseal but remains at a rather constant diameter for several seconds after expulsion (see inset in 
and without a pore [12] ( ) 
Relaxation and Expulsion
After pore opening the membrane continues to shrink until the entire membrane is in the gelstate.
In the following we demonstrate that the volume efflux depends only on the change in area. We describe the relaxation process driving the volume to be expelled using an Onsagertype relation [13] , which according to Grabitz et al. [14] results in a single exponential decay of the enthalpy difference
where H H − (0) is the initial difference in enthalpy and τ the typical time scale of the relaxation. Employing the proportionality of the excess enthalpy and area [15] 
The actual efflux of water Q, is related to the change in volume by
For a spherical vesicle the volume is related to the actual area by In Fig. 2a the evolution of the area after the temperature quench is displayed. Subsequently to the pore opening at t=3s (Fig. 2a) the global area relaxation is well described by Eq. 3. We obtain a typical relaxation time of 5.0 ± 0.3 s. The precise description of the averaged (smoothed) volume efflux by Eq. 5 (inset Fig. 2a) demonstrates that it is exclusively driven by the area relaxation. The typical relaxation times found throughout our experiments, ranged between τ ≈ 4 -5 s and are in the same order as morphological transitions described elsewhere [16] . When objects larger then the pore size are expelled almost complete sealing takes place (Fig. 2b) . Therefore, when taking the fine steps in area relaxation (Fig. 2a) into account when calculating the volume efflux Q, several maxima and minima appear (Fig. 2b) whenever the area is hindered in its relaxation.
Of course, the efflux is driven by a pressure difference across the membrane which results from the Laplace pressure ΔP ) (
where σ is the surface tension and R(t) the time dependent radius of the vesicle. The actual efflux Q is related to the pressure drop by
where η is the viscosity of water and stokes friction is assumed. It is obvious that the pore radius r(t) and R(t) has to follow the exact same relaxation process as the membrane (Eq. 3).
Therefore the Laplace pressure decays in the same manner as the area relaxes, unifying the thermodynamic and mechanical point of view.
Conclusion
In summary, we here reported on thermodynamic controlled expulsion of small internalized vesicles from a mother vesicles by driving the system from the fluid phase (T>T m ) through its phase transition into the gel phase (T<T m ). The drastic change in area at constant volume drives the formation of pores in the mother vesicle. We demonstrate that the time course of vesicle or volume expulsion is driven by the thermodynamic relaxation of the membrane and can be described by a simple non-equilibrium Onsager-like relation.
Finally, bearing in mind, that the lipid phase transition can also be induced by proteins, pressure or chemically produced pH-gradients, this process may be a powerful mechanism in controlling membrane trafficking. 
